ORIX Australia named on 2019 AFR BOSS Most
Innovative Companies list for third consecutive year
Fleet services leader wins Best Innovation in the Property, Construction and Transport Industry category

Sydney, Australia – August 9, 2019 – Global fleet services provider ORIX Australia Corporation Limited (ORIX) was honoured to be recognised again
as one of Australia and New Zealand’s Most Innovative Companies. The prestigious annual list, published by The Australian Financial Review and
Boss Magazine, is based on a rigorous assessment process managed by Australia’s leading innovation consultancy, Inventium, in conjunction with a
panel of industry expert judges. For the first time in 2019, organisations were ranked directly against their peers across ten industry lists. ORIX Chief
Executive Officer and Managing Director, Reggie Cabal, said, “Being awarded Best Innovation in the Property, Construction & Transport Industry
category for our online platform VOOM validates our vision to take innovation and apply it to solve real problems for Small to Medium size businesses
(SMBs).”

VOOM is an automated, easy to use online platform that guides small business owners through the car buying journey allowing them to

select and finance a vehicle. “But the real value of VOOM is its ability to give time back to SMBs,” said Cabal. “Instead of spending hours on
unnecessary admin, VOOM consolidates all running costs into one monthly payment that puts business owners in control. We are committed to giving
time back to business owners so they can spend less time running their business and more time with their families.” “We are especially proud to have
been included on the 2019 Most Innovative Companies List for the third consecutive year. We have worked hard to create an innovative mindset that
is genuinely ingrained into our culture and this successive recognition tells us we have got that right,” said Cabal. Inventium assessed over 800
nominated organisations across Australia and New Zealand. “We are thrilled to announce the first ever industry specific Most Innovative Companies
List. What separated the most innovative organisations from the least , was the involvement of the customer the entire way through the innovation
process. Leading innovators also had strong mechanisms in place to recognise the innovation efforts of their staff," said Dr Amantha Imber, Founder at
Inventium The full Top 100 list can be viewed here. <ENDS> ABOUT ORIX AUSTRALIA CORPORATION LIMITED (ORIX)

ORIX Australia

Corporation Limited (ORIX) is one of the world’s leading fleet management companies. In Australia and New Zealand, we’ve provided fleet
management, commercial vehicle rentals and leasing and novated leasing for more than 30 years. Through our innovative solutions, including the
award-winning OneView platform, ORIX Share and ORIX i, we help our clients get more value from their vehicles and manage the evolving risks of a
mobile workforce. ABOUT THE AFR BOSS MOST INNOVATIVE COMPANIES LIST The AFR BOSS Most Innovative Companies list (previously the
BRW Most Innovative Companies list) is now in its eighth year. The list ranks the most innovative organisations in Australia and New Zealand, and is
the only national list of its kind. For the first time in 2019, the list was broken down into 10 industry categories, effectively ranking organisations against
their peers. The list is judged and compiled by Inventium – Australia’s leading innovation consultancy. Inventium uses a unique, scientifically proven
approach to help organisations grow through innovation. In 2019, the list comprised of ten industry lists of ten, compiled from over 800 nominations,
and 400 shortlisted organisations. www.mostinnovative.com.au ABOUT INVENTIUM Inventium is Australia’s leading innovation consultancy. We
have helped over 100,000 people become better innovators since 2007. We apply the latest findings from science (psychology and neuroscience) to
help organisations unlock growth through innovation. We do this through training, facilitation, general consulting, and assessment. We are the official
partners of the AFR Most Innovative Companies list – an annual list that identifies Australia’s most innovative companies. We’ve previously made the
BRW Fast 100 list twice AND won the BRW Client Choice Award for Best Management Consultancy. Inventium is also a proud BCorporation.
www.inventium.com.au ABOUT THE AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL REVIEW For more than 50 years The Australian Financial Review has been the
authority on business, finance and investment news in Australia. It has a reputation for independent, award-winning journalism and is essential reading
for Australia’s business and investor community. The Australian Financial Review is owned by Fairfax Media Limited [ASX:FXJ], a leading
multi-platform media company in Australasia. www.afr.com Contacts Lorin Heah
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